
New 2024 Callaway Golf Bags  
 
PRODUCT DETAILS - FIND YOUR FAIRWAY 
SUBHEAD - Introducing the all-new Callaway Fairway Golf Bags, featuring Shaft Shield and 
Lowrider 2.0 Technology. 
  
TECHNOLOGIES: 
  
Shaft Shield (logo) (TM) - Soft Rubber Dividers Designed to Protect Your Clubs. 
  
Lowrider 2.0 (logo) (TM) - Every Cart Ready. Designed to seamlessly integrate with push, pull, 
follow and ride carts. Available on Fairway 14 and Fairway + Golf Bags. 
  
Flex Pod Base (TM) - designed to actuate the bag's legs faster, the Flex Pod Base is incorporated 
on all new Fairway Golf Bags. No matter the terrain, feel confident that your bag will be stable. 
  
Anamatic (TM) Straps - Combines anatomic shaping with automatic adjustments for a highly 
comfortable carry on-course. 
  
  
MODELS: 
Fairway 14 - The NEW Fairway 14 Golf Bag is a top-tier choice for golf enthusiasts, featuring the 
innovative Lowrider 2.0™ that ensures seamless integration within all drive, push, and pull 
carts. Paired with a 14-Way Shaft Shield™ Top, Flex Pod™ Base, and Anamatic™ double straps, 
this bag delivers a perfect blend of functionality, organization, and convenience for golfers 
seeking a premium experience. 
  
Fairway + - The NEW Fairway + Golf Bag exemplifies innovation with its Lowrider 2.0™ Top, 
allowing seamless integration within all drive, push, and pull carts. Paired with a 5-Way Shaft 
Shield™, Flex Pod™ base and Anamatic™ double straps, this bag combines functionality and 
performance for all types of golfers. 
  
Fairway C - The NEW 2024 Fairway C Golf Bag is a pinnacle of innovation with its 4-way Shaft 
Shield™ top that offers unparalleled protection for your golf shafts overtime. The Flex Pod™ 
base provides stability and exceptional actuation on all types of surfaces and slopes, making it a 
reliable companion on the golf course. With the added convenience of Anamatic™ double 
straps and a generous 8-pocket design, this lightweight 4lb bag ensures both comfort and 
performance for every golfer's needs. 
  
Fairway C HD - The Fairway C HD Golf Bag sets a new standard in water-resistant golf bags with 
its fully seam-sealed construction, guaranteeing durability and weather resistance to protect 
your equipment in any conditions. Paired with the innovative 4-Way Shaft Shield™ top, Flex 
Pod™ base, and Anamatic™ double straps, this 9-pocket design emerges as the new benchmark 



for water-resistant golf bags, combining advanced features with optimal functionality for 
golfers seeking top-tier performance. 
  
PAR 3 - The new Par 3 Golf Bag sets a new standard for versatility and convenience on the golf 
course. With its 3-way Shaft Shield™ top for shaft protection overtime, Anamatic™ double 
straps for comfortable carrying, and manual miniature legs for added stability when you need a 
quick rest on the course. This lightweight and compact bag provide golfers with an efficient and 
practical solution for navigating their walk on the golf course. 
  
 
 


